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Abstract

Adaptive trust-region methods attempt to maintain strong convergence guarantees
without depending on conservative estimates of problem properties such as Lip-
schitz constants. However, on close inspection, one can show existing adaptive
trust-region methods have theoretical guarantees with severely suboptimal depen-
dence on problem properties such as the Lipschitz constant of the Hessian. For
example, TRACE developed by Curtis et al. obtains a O(∆fL

3/2ϵ−3/2) + Õ(1) it-
eration bound where L is the Lipschitz constant of the Hessian. Compared with the
optimal O(∆fL

1/2ϵ−3/2) bound this is suboptimal with respect to L. We present
the first adaptive trust-region method which circumvents this issue and requires
at most O(∆fL

1/2ϵ−3/2) + Õ(1) iterations to find an ϵ-approximate stationary
point, matching the optimal iteration bound up to an additive logarithmic term. Our
method is a simple variant of a classic trust-region method and in our experiments
performs competitively with both ARC and a classical trust-region method.

1 Introduction

Second-order methods are known to quickly and accurately solve sparse nonconvex optimization
problems that, for example, arise in optimal control [1], truss design [2], AC optimal power flow
[3], and PDE constrained optimization [4]. Recently, there has also been a large push to extend
second-order methods to tackle machine learning problems by coupling them with carefully designed
subproblem solvers [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19].

Much of the early theory for second-order methods focused on showing fast local convergence
and (eventual) global convergence [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. These proofs of global
convergence, unsatisfactorily, rested on showing at each iteration second-order methods reduced
the function value almost as much as gradient descent [22, Theorem 4.5] [30, Theorem 3.2.], this is
despite the fact that in practice second-order methods require far fewer iterations. In 2006, Nesterov
and Polyak [31] partially resolved this inconsistency by introducing a new second-order method,
cubic regularized Newton’s method (CRN). Their method can be used to find stationary points of
multivariate and possibly nonconvex functions f : Rn → R. Their convergence results assumes the
optimality gap

∆f := f(x1)− inf
x∈Rn

f(x)

is finite and that the Hessian of f is L-Lipschitz:

∥∇2f(x)−∇2f(x′)∥ ≤ L∥x− x′∥ ∀x, x′ ∈ Rn (1)

where ∥ · ∥ is the spectral norm for matricies and the Euclidean norm for vectors. If L is known they
guarantee their algorithm terminates with an ϵ-approximate stationary point:

∥∇f(x)∥ ≤ ϵ
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after at most

O(∆fL
1/2ϵ−3/2) (2)

iterations. For sufficiently small ϵ, this improves on the classic guarantee that gradient descent
terminates after at most O(∆fSϵ

−2) iterations for S-smooth functions, thereby partially resolving
this inconsistency between theory and practice. Bound (2) is also known to be the best possible for
second-order methods [32].

However, CRN only achieves (2) if the Lipschitz constant of the Hessian is known. In practice,
we rarely know the Lipschitz constant of the Hessian, and if we do it is likely to be a conservative
estimate. With this in mind, many authors have developed practical algorithms that achieve the
convergence guarantees of CRN without needing to know the Lipschitz constant of the Hessian. We
list these adaptive second-order methods in Table 1 along with their worst-case iteration bounds.

Despite the fact that all these algorithms match the ϵ-dependence of (2), the majority of them are
suboptimal due to the dependency on the Lipschitz constant L. For example, only our method
and [33, 34] are optimal in terms of L scaling. Whereas [35] is suboptimal as the bound scales
proportional to L3/2 instead of L1/2. Moreover, all the trust-region methods have suboptimal L
scaling. In particular, inspection of these bounds shows scaling with respect to L of L3/2 for [36]
and L2 for [37] instead of the optimal scaling of L1/2.

An ideal algorithm wouldn’t incur this cost for adaptivity. This motivates the following definition.

Definition 1. A method is consistently adaptive on a problem class if, without knowing problem
parameters, it achieves the same worst-case complexity bound as one obtains if problem parameters
were known, up to a problem-independent constant-factor and additive polylogarithmic term.

Clearly, based on our above discussion there does not exist consistently adaptive trust-region methods.
Indeed, despite the extensive literature on trust-region methods [9, 10, 22, 25, 27, 36, 38, 39, 40, 41]
and their worst-case iterations bounds [36, 37, 42], none of these methods are consistently adaptive.
As we mentioned earlier and according to Table 1, [33, 34] are cubic regularization based methods
which scale optimally with respect to the problem parameters. However, they are not quite consistently
adaptive because σ0 appears outside the additive polylogarithmic term.

Table 1: Adaptive second-order methods along with their worst-case bounds on the number of
gradient, function and Hessian evaluations. σmin ∈ (0,∞) is the smallest regularization parameter
used by ARC [35]. σ0 ∈ (0,∞) is the initial regularization parameter for cubic regularized methods.

Algorithm type worst-case iterations bound

ARC [35] 1 cubic regularized O(∆fL
3/2σ−1

minϵ
−3/2 +∆fσ

1/2
minϵ

−3/2)

Nesterov et al. [33, Eq. 5.13 and 5.14] 2 cubic regularized O(∆f max{L, σ0}1/2ϵ−3/2) + Õ(1)

ARp [34, Section 4.1] 3 cubic regularized O(∆f max{L, σ0}1/2ϵ−3/2) + Õ(1)

TRACE [36, Section 3.2] trust-region O(∆fL
3/2ϵ−3/2) + Õ(1)

Toint et al. [37, Section 2.2] trust-region Õ
(
∆f max

{
L2, 1 + 2L

}
ϵ−3/2

)
Our method trust-region O(∆fL

1/2ϵ−3/2) + Õ(1)
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Our contributions:

1. We present the first consistently adaptive trust-region method for finding stationary points
of nonconvex functions with L-Lipschitz Hessians and bounded optimality gap. In
particular, we prove our method finds an ϵ-approximate stationary point after at most
O(∆fL

1/2ϵ−3/2) + Õ(1) iterations.
2. We show our trust-region method has quadratic convergence when it enters a region around

a point satisfying the second-order sufficient conditions for local optimality.
3. Our method appears promising in experiments. We test our method on the CUTEst test set

[43] against other methods including ARC and a classic trust-region method. These tests
show how competitive we are against the other methods in term of total number of required
iterations until convergence.

Paper outline The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents our trust-region method and
contrasts it with existing trust-region methods. Section 3 presents our main result: a convergence
bound for finding ϵ-approximate stationary points that is consistently adaptive to problems with
Lipschitz continuous Hessian. Section 4 shows quadratic convergence of the method. Section 5
discusses the experimental results.

Notation Let N be the set of natural numbers (starting from one), I be the identity matrix, and R
the set of real numbers. Throughout this paper we assume that n ∈ N and f : Rn → R is bounded
below and twice-differentiable. We define f⋆ := infx∈Rn f(x) and ∆f := f(x1)− f⋆.

2 Our trust-region method

2.1 Trust-region subproblems

As is standard for trust-region methods [22] at each iteration k of our algorithm we build a second-
order Taylor series approximation at the current iterate xk:

Mk(d) :=
1

2
dT∇2f(xk)d+∇f(xk)

T d (3)

and minimize that approximation over a ball with radius rk > 0:
min
d∈Rn

Mk(d) s.t. ∥d∥ ≤ rk (4)

to generate a search direction dk. One important practical question is given a candidate search
direction dk, how can we verify that it solves (4). For this one can use the following well-known Fact.
Fact 1 (Theorem 4.1 [44]). The direction dk exactly solves (4) if and only there exists δk ∈ [0,∞)
such that:

∇Mk(dk) + δkdk = 0 (5a)
δkrk ≤ δk∥dk∥ (5b)
∥dk∥ ≤ rk (5c)

∇2f(xk) + δkI ⪰ 0 (5d)
1Obtaining this bound does require carefully inspection of Cartis, Gould and Toint [35] (who highlighted

only on the ϵ-dependence of their bound). For simplicity of discussion we assume the ARC subproblems are
solved exactly (i.e., C = 0, κθ = 0), and that the initial regularization parameter satisfies σ0 = O(L+ σmin)
(the bound only gets worse otherwise). We also consider only the bound on the number of Hessian evaluations,
inclusion of the unsuccessful iterations (where cubic regularized subproblems are still solved) makes this bound
even worse. Finally, we ignore problem-independent parameters γ1, γ2, γ3, and η1.

2Since by our assumption the function f has L-Lipschitz Hessian, we only consider the case when the Hölder
exponent ν = 1. Note also that the algorithm description [33, Eq. 5.12], requires that the initial regularization
parameter σ0 (H0 using their notation) satisfies H0 ∈ (0, Hf (v)] where Hf (v) is defined in [33, Eq. 2.1].
Technically this condition is not verifiable as Hf (v) is unknown in practice. However, one can readily modify
[33] by redefining Hf (v) to be the maximum of H0 and the RHS of [33, Eq. 2.1] to remove the requirement
that H0 ∈ (0, Hf (v)]. This gives the bound stated in Table 1.

3We only consider the case for the cubic regularized model when p = 2 and r = p+ 1 = 3. Also, since by
our assumption the function f has L-Lipschitz Hessian, we only consider the case when the Hölder exponent
β2 = 1.
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which solves (4).

In practice, it is not possible to exactly solve the trust-region subproblem defined in (4), instead we
only require that the trust-region subproblem is approximately solved. For our method, it will suffice
to find a direction dk satisfying:

∥∇Mk(dk) + δkdk∥ ≤ γ1∥∇f(xk + dk)∥ (6a)
γ2δkrk ≤ δk∥dk∥ (6b)
∥dk∥ ≤ rk (6c)

Mk(dk) ≤ −γ3
δk
2
∥dk∥2 (6d)

where δk denotes the solution for the above system and γ1 ∈ [0, 1), γ2 ∈ (1/ω, 1], γ3 ∈ (0, 1]. Setting
γ1 = 0, γ2 = 1, γ3 = 1 represents the exact version of these conditions. As Lemma 1 shows, exactly
solving the trust-region subproblem gives a solution to the system (6). However, the converse it not
true, an exact solution to (6) does not necessarily solve the trust-region subproblem. Nonetheless,
these conditions are all we need to prove our results, and are easier to verify than a relaxation of (4)
that includes a requirement like (5d) which needs a computationally expensive eigenvalue calculation.
Lemma 1. Any solution to (5) is a solution to (6) with γ1 = 0, γ2 = 1, γ3 = 1.

Proof. The only tricky part is proving (6d). However, this can be shown using standard arguments:
Mk(dk) =

1
2d

T
k∇

2f(xk)dk +∇f(xk)
T dk = − 1

2d
T
k (∇

2f(xk) + 2δkI)dk ≤ − δk
2 ∥dk∥2 where the

second equality uses (5a) and the inequality (5d).

2.2 Our trust-region method

An important component of a trust-region method is the decision for computing the radius rk at each
iteration. This choice is based on whether the observed function value reduction f(xk)− f(xk + dk)
is comparable to the predicted reduction from the second-order Taylor series expansion Mk. In
particular, given a search direction dk existing trust-region methods compute the ratio

ρk :=
f(xk)− f(xk + dk)

−Mk(dk)
(7)

and then increase rk if ρk ≥ β or decrease rk if ρk < β [22]. Unfortunately, while intuitive, this
criteria is provably bad, in the sense that one can construct examples of functions with Lipschitz
continuous Hessians where any trust-region method that uses this criteria will have a convergence
rate proportional to ϵ−2 [45, Section 3].

Instead of (7), we introduce a variant of this ratio by adding the term θ
2∥∇f(xk + dk)∥∥dk∥ to the

predicted reduction where θ ∈ (0,∞) is a problem-independent hyperparameter (we use θ = 0.1 in
our implementation). This requires the algorithm to reduce the function value more if the gradient
norm at the candidate solution xk + dk, and search direction norm are big. In particular, we define
our new ratio as:

ρ̂k :=
f(xk)− f(xk + dk)

−Mk(dk) +
θ
2∥∇f(xk + dk)∥∥dk∥

(8)

Our trust-region method is presented in Algorithm 1. The algorithm includes some other minor
modification of classic trust-region methods [22]: we accept all search directions that reduce the
function value, and update the rk+1 using ∥dk∥ instead of rk (see [46, Equation 13.6.13] for a similar
update rule). We recommend contrasting our algorithm with [36, Algorithm 1] which is trust-region
method with an iteration bound proportional to ϵ−3/2 but is more complex and not consistently
adaptive.

For the remainder of this paper xk and dk refer to the iterates of Algorithm 1.

3 Proof of full adaptivity on Lipschitz continuous functions

This section proves that our method is consistently adaptive for finding approximate stationary points
on functions with L-Lipschitz Hessians. The core idea behind our proof is to get a handle on the size
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Algorithm 1: Consistently Adaptive Trust Region Method (CAT)
Input requirements: r1 ∈ (0,∞), x1 ∈ Rn ;
Problem-independent parameter requirements: θ ∈ (0, 1), β ∈ (0, 1), ω ∈ (1,∞),
γ1 ∈ [0, 1), γ2 ∈ (1/ω, 1], γ3 ∈ (0, 1], βθ

γ3(1−β) + γ1 < 1 ;
for k = 1, . . . ,∞ do

Approximately solve the trust-region subproblem, i.e., obtain dk that satisfies (6) ;

xk+1 ←
{
xk + dk f(xk + dk) ≤ f(xk)

xk otherwise

rk+1 ←
{
ω∥dk∥ ρ̂k ≥ β

∥dk∥/ω otherwise

of ∥dk∥. In particular, if we can bound ∥dk∥ from below and ρ̂k ≥ β then the θ
2∥∇f(xk + dk)∥∥dk∥

term guarantees that at iteration k the function value is reduced by a large amount relative to the
gradient norm ∥∇f(xk + dk)∥.
Lemma 2 guarantees the norm of the gradient for the candidate solution xk+dk lower bounds the size
of ∥dk∥ under certain conditions. Note this bound on the gradient, i.e., (11) holds without us needing
to know the Lipschitz constant of the Hessian L. The proof of Lemma 2 appears in Section A.1 and
heavily leverages Fact 2.

Fact 2 (Nesterov & Polyak 2006, Lemma 1 [31]). If ∇2f is L-Lipschitz,

∥∇f(xk + dk)∥ ≤ ∥∇Mk(dk)∥+
L

2
∥dk∥2 (9)

f(xk + dk) ≤ f(xk) +Mk(dk) +
L

6
∥dk∥3. (10)

Lemma 2. Suppose ∇2f is L-Lipschitz. If ∥dk∥ < γ2rk or ρ̂k ≤ β then

∥∇f(xk + dk)∥ ≤ c1L∥dk∥2 (11)

where c1 > 0 is a problem-independent constant:

c1 := max

{
5− 3β

6(γ3(1− γ1)(1− β)− βθ)
,

1

2(1− γ1)

}
.

For the remainder of this section we will find the following quantities useful,

¯
dϵ := γ2ω

−1c
−1/2
1 L−1/2ϵ1/2

d̄ϵ :=
2ω

βθ
· ∆f

ϵ
.

As we will show shortly in Lemma 4, after a short warm up period
¯
dϵ and d̄ϵ represent lower and

upper bound on ∥dk∥ (i.e.,
¯
dϵ ≤ ∥dk∥ ≤ d̄ϵ) as long as ∥∇f(xk + dk)∥ ≥ ϵ. But before presenting

and proving Lemma 4 we develop Lemma 3 which is a stepping stone to proving Lemma 4. Lemma 3
shows that if ∥dk∥ is almost above d̄ϵ then the trust-region radius will shrink, and if ∥dk∥ is almost
below

¯
dϵ then the trust-region radius will grow (recall from Algorithm 1 that ω ∈ (1,∞)).

Lemma 3. Suppose ∇2f is L-Lipschitz. Let ϵ ∈ (0,∞) and ∥∇f(xk + dk)∥ ≥ ϵ then

1. If ∥dk∥ > d̄ϵ/ω then ∥dk∥/ω = rk+1.

2. If ∥dk∥ < ωγ−1
2 ¯

dϵ then γ2rk ≤ ∥dk∥ ≤ rk & ω∥dk∥ = rk+1.

Proof. Proof for 1. We have

∥dk∥ > d̄ϵ/ω = 2
∆f

βθϵ
≥ 2

f(xk)− f(xk+1)

βθϵ
(12)
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where the first equality uses the definition of d̄ϵ and the second inequality uses f(xk+1) ≥
infx∈Rn f(x) and f(x1) ≥ f(xk). Furthermore,

ρ̂k =
f(xk)− f(xk + dk)

−Mk(dk) +
θ
2∥∇f(xk + dk)∥∥dk∥

≤ f(xk)− f(xk+1)
θ
2∥∇f(xk + dk)∥∥dk∥

≤ 2
f(xk)− f(xk+1)

θϵ∥dk∥
< β

where the first inequality follows from −Mk(dk) ≥ 0 and f(xk+1) ≤ f(xk + dk), the second
inequality follows from the fact that ∥∇f(xk + dk)∥ ≥ ϵ, and the third inequality uses (12). By
inspection of Algorithm 1, if ρ̂k < β, then ∥dk∥/ω = rk+1.

Proof for 2. We will prove the result by contrapositive. In particular, suppose that ¬(γ2rk ≤ ∥dk∥ ≤
rk) or ∥dk∥ω ̸= rk+1. Let us consider these two cases. If ¬(γ2rk ≤ ∥dk∥ ≤ rk) then as ∥dk∥ ≤ rk
we have γ2rk > ∥dk∥. If ∥dk∥ω ̸= rk+1 then by inspection of Algorithm 1 we have ρ̂k ≤ β.
Therefore, in both these cases the premise of Lemma 2 holds. Now, by ∥∇f(xk + dk)∥ ≥ ϵ and
Lemma 2 we get

ϵ ≤ ∥∇f(xk + dk)∥ ≤ c1L∥dk∥2

which implies ∥dk∥ ≥ c
−1/2
1 L−1/2ϵ1/2 = γ−1

2 ω(γ2ω
−1c

−1/2
1 L−1/2ϵ1/2) = γ−1

2 ω
¯
dϵ.

Now we show that the norm of the direction dk, after some finite iteration
¯
kϵ, will be bounded below

and above by
¯
dϵ and d̄ϵ respectively. For that we first define:

Kϵ := min{{k ∈ N : ∥∇f(xk + dk)∥ ≤ ϵ} ∪ {∞}}
as the first iteration for which ∥∇f(xk + dk)∥ ≤ ϵ, and we also define:

¯
kϵ := min{{k ∈ N :

¯
dϵ ≤ ∥dk∥ ≤ d̄ϵ} ∪ {Kϵ − 1}}

as the first iteration for which
¯
dϵ ≤ ∥dk∥ ≤ d̄ϵ. An illustration of Lemma 4 is given in Figure 1. In

particular, after a certain warm up period the direction norms can no longer rise above d̄ϵ or below
¯
dϵ.

Broadly speaking, the idea behind the proof is that if ∥dk∥ is above d̄ϵ/ω then at the next iteration
∥dk∥ decreases and conversely if ∥dk∥ is bellow

¯
dϵωγ

−1
2 then at the next iteration it must increase.

Lemma 4. Suppose ∇2f is L-Lipschitz and let ϵ ∈ (0,∞). If
¯
dϵ ≤ ∥dk∥ ≤ d̄ϵ then

¯
dϵ ≤ ∥dj∥ ≤ d̄ϵ

for all j ∈ [k,Kϵ) ∩N. Furthermore,
¯
kϵ ≤ 1 + logγ2ω(max{1,

¯
dϵ/r1, r1/d̄ϵ}).

Proof. We begin by proving
¯
dϵ ≤ ∥dk∥ ≤ d̄ϵ then

¯
dϵ ≤ ∥dj∥ ≤ d̄ϵ for j ∈ [k,Kϵ) ∩N. We assume

that k < Kϵ otherwise our desired conclusion clearly holds. We split this proof into two claims.

Our first claim is that ∥dk∥ ≤ d̄ϵ implies ∥dk+1∥ ≤ d̄ϵ. We split ∥dk∥ ≤ d̄ϵ into two subcases.
If ∥dk∥ ≤ d̄ϵ/ω, then inspection of Algorithm 1 shows that ∥dk+1∥ ≤ rk+1 ≤ ∥dk∥ω ≤ d̄ϵ. If
d̄ϵ/ω ≤ ∥dk∥ ≤ d̄ϵ, then Lemma 3.1 implies that ∥dk+1∥ ≤ rk+1 ≤ ∥dk∥/ω ≤ d̄ϵ.

Our second claim is that
¯
dϵ ≤ ∥dk∥ implies

¯
dϵ ≤ ∥dk+1∥. We split

¯
dϵ ≤ ∥dk∥ into three subcases.

If ∥dk+1∥ < γ2rk+1, then the contrapositive of Lemma 3.2 implies that ∥dk+1∥ ≥
¯
dϵ. If γ2rk+1 ≤

∥dk+1∥ ≤ rk+1 and
¯
dϵ ≤ ∥dk∥ < γ−1

2 ω
¯
dϵ, then

¯
dϵ < γ2ω

¯
dϵ ≤ γ2ω∥dk∥ =⋆ γ2rk+1 ≤ ∥dk+1∥

where ⋆ uses Lemma 3.2. If γ2rk+1 ≤ ∥dk+1∥ ≤ rk+1 and
¯
dϵωγ

−1
2 ≤ ∥dk∥, then

¯
dϵ ≤ γ2∥dk∥

ω ≤⋆

γ2rk+1 ≤ ∥dk+1∥ where ⋆ is from the update rule for rk+1 in Algorithm 1.

By induction on the previous two claims we deduce if
¯
dϵ ≤ ∥dk∥ ≤ d̄ϵ then

¯
dϵ ≤ ∥dj∥ ≤ d̄ϵ for

j ∈ [k,Kϵ) ∩N.

Next, we prove that if
k ≥ 1 + logωγ2

(
¯
dϵ/r1)

then ∥dk∥ ≥
¯
dϵ. If

¯
dϵ ≤ ∥dj∥ for some j ≤ k, then the result holds because as we already

established
¯
dϵ ≤ ∥dk∥ ⇒

¯
dϵ ≤ ∥dk+1∥. On the other hand, if ∥dj∥ <

¯
dϵ for all j ≤ k, then

Lemma 3.2 implies that rj+1 = ω∥dj∥ ≥ ωγ2rj which by induction gives ∥dk∥ ≥ (ωγ2)
k−1r1 ≥

(ωγ2)
logωγ2

(
¯
dϵ/r1)r1 =

¯
dϵ.

Finally, we prove that if
k ≥ 1 + logω(r1/d̄ϵ)

then ∥dk∥ ≤ d̄ϵ. If ∥dj∥ ≤ d̄ϵ for some j ≤ k, then the result holds because as we already established
∥dk∥ ≤ d̄ϵ ⇒ ∥dk+1∥ ≤ d̄ϵ. On the other hand, if ∥dj∥ > d̄ϵ for all j ≤ k, then Lemma 3.1 implies
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always decreases on next iteration above this line while

always increases on next iteration below this line while

Maximum            for

Minimum           for
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k

<latexit sha1_base64="U8REZtDD883j/7lE3XzWMW5vQ7c=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mVoh6LXjxWsB/SXUo2m7ahSXZJskLZ9ld48aCIV3+ON/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epIrRJYh6rTog15UzSpmGG006iKBYhp+1wdDvz209UaRbLBzNOaCDwQLI+I9hY6dGfoKg3Qv6kV664VXcOtEq8nFQgR6NX/vKjmKSCSkM41rrruYkJMqwMI5xOS36qaYLJCA9o11KJBdVBNj94is6sEqF+rGxJg+bq74kMC63HIrSdApuhXvZm4n9eNzX96yBjMkkNlWSxqJ9yZGI0+x5FTFFi+NgSTBSztyIyxAoTYzMq2RC85ZdXSeui6l1Wa/e1Sv0mj6MIJ3AK5+DBFdThDhrQBAICnuEV3hzlvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nDyDCj/s=</latexit>kdkk

<latexit sha1_base64="U8REZtDD883j/7lE3XzWMW5vQ7c=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mVoh6LXjxWsB/SXUo2m7ahSXZJskLZ9ld48aCIV3+ON/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epIrRJYh6rTog15UzSpmGG006iKBYhp+1wdDvz209UaRbLBzNOaCDwQLI+I9hY6dGfoKg3Qv6kV664VXcOtEq8nFQgR6NX/vKjmKSCSkM41rrruYkJMqwMI5xOS36qaYLJCA9o11KJBdVBNj94is6sEqF+rGxJg+bq74kMC63HIrSdApuhXvZm4n9eNzX96yBjMkkNlWSxqJ9yZGI0+x5FTFFi+NgSTBSztyIyxAoTYzMq2RC85ZdXSeui6l1Wa/e1Sv0mj6MIJ3AK5+DBFdThDhrQBAICnuEV3hzlvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nDyDCj/s=</latexit>kdkk
<latexit sha1_base64="U8REZtDD883j/7lE3XzWMW5vQ7c=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mVoh6LXjxWsB/SXUo2m7ahSXZJskLZ9ld48aCIV3+ON/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epIrRJYh6rTog15UzSpmGG006iKBYhp+1wdDvz209UaRbLBzNOaCDwQLI+I9hY6dGfoKg3Qv6kV664VXcOtEq8nFQgR6NX/vKjmKSCSkM41rrruYkJMqwMI5xOS36qaYLJCA9o11KJBdVBNj94is6sEqF+rGxJg+bq74kMC63HIrSdApuhXvZm4n9eNzX96yBjMkkNlWSxqJ9yZGI0+x5FTFFi+NgSTBSztyIyxAoTYzMq2RC85ZdXSeui6l1Wa/e1Sv0mj6MIJ3AK5+DBFdThDhrQBAICnuEV3hzlvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nDyDCj/s=</latexit>kdkk

<latexit sha1_base64="U8REZtDD883j/7lE3XzWMW5vQ7c=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mVoh6LXjxWsB/SXUo2m7ahSXZJskLZ9ld48aCIV3+ON/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epIrRJYh6rTog15UzSpmGG006iKBYhp+1wdDvz209UaRbLBzNOaCDwQLI+I9hY6dGfoKg3Qv6kV664VXcOtEq8nFQgR6NX/vKjmKSCSkM41rrruYkJMqwMI5xOS36qaYLJCA9o11KJBdVBNj94is6sEqF+rGxJg+bq74kMC63HIrSdApuhXvZm4n9eNzX96yBjMkkNlWSxqJ9yZGI0+x5FTFFi+NgSTBSztyIyxAoTYzMq2RC85ZdXSeui6l1Wa/e1Sv0mj6MIJ3AK5+DBFdThDhrQBAICnuEV3hzlvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nDyDCj/s=</latexit>kdkk
<latexit sha1_base64="t3U7G+whs/b6naeUmu5rSOz8OJc=">AAACBHicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avU8s0i0GwincS1DJoYxnBfEDuCHubSbJkb/fY3RPCkcLGv2JjoYitP8LOf+MmuUITHww83pthZl6UcKaN5307K6tr6xubha3i9s7u3r57cNjUMlUUGlRyqdoR0cCZgIZhhkM7UUDiiEMrGt1M/dYDKM2kuDfjBMKYDATrM0qMlbpuKYiIynqTbhZAohmXYoLPcCBjGJCuW/Yq3gx4mfg5KaMc9a77FfQkTWMQhnKidcf3EhNmRBlGOUyKQaohIXREBtCxVJAYdJjNnpjgE6v0cF8qW8Lgmfp7IiOx1uM4sp0xMUO96E3F/7xOavpXYcZEkhoQdL6on3JsJJ4mgntMATV8bAmhitlbMR0SRaixuRVtCP7iy8ukeV7xLyrVu2q5dp3HUUAldIxOkY8uUQ3dojpqIIoe0TN6RW/Ok/PivDsf89YVJ585Qn/gfP4Ayq2YMA==</latexit>

d̄✏/!

<latexit sha1_base64="jUk/pAPlfbPhM2sn4E4ud1dLtMM=">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</latexit>

¯
d✏

<latexit sha1_base64="/jnoGHpC3Wm9cDuwiOhtZexKRfY=">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</latexit>

¯
d✏!�

�1
2

<latexit sha1_base64="qewVplgqbAPX1xVKhaIHcaczIFc=">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</latexit>

¯
k✏

<latexit sha1_base64="Kno0f5FjLrg1Q9k66EvpVCpW4P8=">AAAB83icbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqexKUY9FL4KXCvYDukvJptM2NJuEJCuUpX/DiwdFvPpnvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMixVnxvr+t1dYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLSNTTaFJJZe6ExMDnAloWmY5dJQGksQc2vH4dua3n0AbJsWjnSiIEjIUbMAosU4K73tZCMowLsW0V674VX8OvEqCnFRQjkav/BX2JU0TEJZyYkw38JWNMqItoxympTA1oAgdkyF0HRUkARNl85un+MwpfTyQ2pWweK7+nshIYswkiV1nQuzILHsz8T+vm9rBdZQxoVILgi4WDVKOrcSzAHCfaaCWTxwhVDN3K6Yjogm1LqaSCyFYfnmVtC6qwWW19lCr1G/yOIroBJ2icxSgK1RHd6iBmogihZ7RK3rzUu/Fe/c+Fq0FL585Rn/gff4Aa+CR8w==</latexit>

K✏

<latexit sha1_base64="ZqK49Bvx11RRY3rXusJrmdftvjw=">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</latexit>

¯
k✏  k < K✏

<latexit sha1_base64="ZqK49Bvx11RRY3rXusJrmdftvjw=">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</latexit>

¯
k✏  k < K✏

<latexit sha1_base64="pMlKUsCmEqKQ9TXwh12Ij3HLVl0=">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</latexit>

k < K✏

<latexit sha1_base64="pMlKUsCmEqKQ9TXwh12Ij3HLVl0=">AAACPXicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMrKp68DAbBU9iVoB48BL0IXhRMImSXMDvb0SHzWGZmlbDsn3jV3/A7/ABv4tWrk8dBEwsaiqpuurvilDNjff/dm5tfWFxaLq2UV9fWNzYrW9stozJNoUkVV/ouJgY4k9C0zHK4SzUQEXNox/2Lod9+BG2Ykrd2kEIkyL1kPUaJdVK3UunjM3zVzUNIDeNKFt1K1a/5I+BZEkxIFU1w3d3ydsNE0UyAtJQTYzqBn9ooJ9oyyqEoh5mBlNA+uYeOo5IIMFE+Or3AB05JcE9pV9Likfp7IifCmIGIXacg9sFMe0PxP6+T2d5plDOZZhYkHS/qZRxbhYc54IRpoJYPHCFUM3crpg9EE2pdWn+3UOpeM+4RCU9UCUFkkodZTHTRCSLHZAJ63JSHQzWvBkVRdkEG07HNktZRLTiu1W/q1cb5JNIS2kP76BAF6AQ10CW6Rk1E0SN6Ri/o1XvzPrxP72vcOudNZnbQH3jfP6Jsrk8=</latexit>

k < K✏

Figure 1: An example of a plausible sequence of iterates and the norms of their directions. Each red
dot represents an iterate and its search direction norm. This illustrates Lemma 4.

that rj+1 = ∥dj∥/ω ≤ rj/ω which by induction gives ∥dk∥ ≤ ω1−kr1 ≤ ω− logω(r1/d̄ϵ)r1 =
d̄ϵ.

Let
Pϵ := {k ∈ N : ρ̂k ≥ β,

¯
kϵ ≤ k < Kϵ}

which represents the set of iterations, before we find an ϵ-approximate stationary point, where the
function value is reduced a large amount compared with our target reduction, i.e., ρ̂k ≥ β. Lemma 5
shows that there is a finite number of these iterations until the gradient drops below the target
threshold ϵ. The proof of Lemma 5 appears in Appendix A.2. Roughly, the idea of the proof is to
use that, due our definition of ρ̂k, when ρ̂k ≥ β we always reduce the function value by at least
βθ
2 ∥∇f(xk + dk)∥∥dk∥ and ∥dk∥ can be lower bounded by

¯
dϵ using Lemma 4. As we cannot reduce

the function value by a constant value indefinitely, we must eventually have ∥∇f(xk + dk)∥ ≤ ϵ.

Lemma 5. Suppose ∇2f is L-Lipschitz and ϵ ∈ (0,∞) then |Pϵ| ≤ d̄ϵ

¯
dϵω

+1 =
2ωc

1/2
1

βθ · ∆fL
1/2

ϵ−3/2 +1.

With Lemma 5 in hand we are now ready to prove our main result, Theorem 1. We have already
provided a bound on the length of the warm up period,

¯
kϵ (Lemma 4) and on the number of points

with ρ̂k ≥ β. Therefore, the only obstacle is to bound the number of points with ρ̂k < β. However,
on these iterations we always decrease the radius by at least ω (see update rules in Algorithm 1), and
therefore as ∥dk∥ is bounded below by

¯
dϵ, there must be iterations where we increase the radius rk,

which by definition of Algorithm 1 only occurs if β ≥ ρ̂k. Consequently, the number of iterations
where β < ρ̂k can be bounded by the number of iterations where β ≥ ρ̂k plus a Õ(1) term. This is
the crux of the proof of Theorem 1 which appears in Section A.3.

Theorem 1. Suppose that ∇2f is L-Lipschitz and f is bounded below with ∆f = f(x1)− f⋆, then
for all ϵ ∈ (0,∞) there exists some iteration k with ∥∇f(xk + dk)∥ ≤ ϵ and

k ≤ O

(
∆fL

1
2

ϵ
3
2

+ log

(
ϵ

1
2

L
1
2 r1

+
r1ϵ

∆f
+ 1

)
+ 1

)
where O(·) hides problem-independent constant factors and r1 is the initial trust-region radius.

One drawback of Theorem 1 is that it only bounds the number of iterations to find a first-order
stationary point. Many second-order methods in the literature show convergence to points satisfying
the second-order optimality conditions [47, 35, 36, 18]. Of course, these methods are not consistently
adaptive. Therefore, in the future, it would be interesting to develop a method that provides a
consistently adaptive convergence guarantee for finding second-order stationary points.
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4 Quadratic convergence when sufficient conditions for local optimality hold

Theorem 2. Suppose f is twice differentiable and for some x⋆ ∈ Rn the second-order sufficient
conditions for local optimality hold (∇f(x⋆) = 0 and ∇2f(x⋆) ≻ 0). Under these conditions there
exists a neighborhood N around x⋆ and a constant c > 0 such that if xi ∈ N then there exist xk̂ ∈ N

such that for all k ≥ k̂ we have ∥xk+1 − x⋆∥ ≤ c∥xk − x⋆∥2 ≤ 1
2∥xk − x⋆∥.

The proof of Theorem 2 appears in Section B. It is a little tricker than typical quadratic convergence
proofs for trust-region methods because in our method we have limk→0 rk → 0 whereas classical
trust-region methods have rk bounded away from zero [22, Proof of Theorem 4.14]. Fortunately,
one can show that asymptotically rk ≥ ω∥xk − x⋆∥ so the decaying radius does not interfere
with quadratic convergence. In particular, the crux of proving Theorem 2 is proving the premise
of Lemma 6 (as the conclusion of Lemma 6 is rk ≥ ω∥xk − x⋆∥). For this Lemma we define
diam(X) := supx,x′∈X ∥x− x′∥.
Lemma 6. Let N be a bounded set such that for all xk ∈ N we have xk+1 ∈ N , ρ̂k ≥ β, and
min{γ2rk, ∥xk+1 − x⋆∥} ≤ ∥dk∥ ≤ ωγ2∥xk − x⋆∥. Suppose there exists xk ∈ N and let i be the
smallest index with xi ∈ N , then rk ≥ ω∥xk − x⋆∥ for all k ≥ 2 + i+ logγ2ω(

diam(N)
∥di∥ ).

Proof. Let k ≥ i. By induction xk ∈ N . By ρ̂k ≥ β and inspection of Algorithm 1 we have rk+1 =
ω∥dk∥. Suppose that ∥dk∥ ≥ γ2rk for all i ≤ k ≤ i + ℓ then diam(N) ≥ ∥dk+1∥ ≥ γ2rk+1 =

γ2ω∥dk∥ = γℓ
2ω

ℓ∥di∥. Rearranging gives ℓ ≤ logγ2ω(
diam(N)

∥di∥ ). Next observe that if ∥dk∥ < γ2rk
then ∥dk+1∥ ≤ ωγ2∥xk+1 − x⋆∥ ≤ ωγ2∥dk∥ = (ωγ2/ω)rk+1 = rk+1. By induction ∥dk∥ < γ2rk
for all k > ℓ. Finally, observe that if ∥dk∥ < γ2rk then rk+1 = ω∥dk∥ ≥ ω∥xk+1 − x⋆∥.

5 Experimental results

We test our algorithm on learning linear dynamical systems [48], matrix completion [49], and
the CUTEst test set [50]. Appendix D contains the complete set of results from our experiments.
Our method is implemented in an open-source Julia module available at https://github.com/
fadihamad94/CAT-NeurIPS. The implementation uses a factorization and eigendecomposition
approach to solve the trust-region subproblems (i.e., satisfy (6)). We perform our experiments using
Julia 1.6 on a Linux virtual machine that has 8 CPUs and 16 GB RAM. The CAT code repository
provides instructions for reproducing the experiments and detailed tables of results.

For these experiments, the selection of the parameters (unless otherwise specified) is as follow:
r1 = 1.0, β = 0.1, θ = 0.1, ω = 8.0, γ1 = 0.0, γ2 = 0.8, and γ3 = 1.0. When implementing
Algorithm 1 with some target tolerance ϵ, we immediately terminate when we observe a point xk

with ∥∇f(xk + dk)∥ ≤ ϵ. This also includes the case when we check the inner termination criteria
for the trust-region subproblem. The full details of the implementation are described in Appendix C.

5.1 Learning linear dynamical systems

We test our method on learning linear dynamical systems [48] to see how efficient our method
compared to a trust-region solver. We synthetically generate an example with noise both in the
observations and also the evolution of the system, and then recover the parameters using maximum
likelihood estimation. Details are provided in Appendix D.1.

On this problem we compare our algorithm with a Newton trust-region method that is available
through the Optim.jl package [51]. The comparisons are summarized in Table 2.

5.2 Matrix completion

We also demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm against a trust-region solver on the matrix
completion problem. The matrix completion formulation can be written as the regularized squared
error function of SVD model [49, Equation 10]. For our experiment, we use the public data set of
Ausgrid, but we only use the data from a single substation. Details are provided in Appendix D.2.

Again we compare our algorithm with a Newton trust-region method [51]. The comparison are
summarized in Table 3.
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Table 2: Geometric mean for total number of iterations, and evaluations of the function and gradient,
per solver on 60 randomly generated instances with ϵ = 10−5 termination tolerance. Failures counted
as the maximum number of iterations (10000) when computing the geometric mean.

#iter #function #gradient
Newton trust-region [51] 480.1 482.3 482.3
Our method 308.1 309.6 309.6
95% CI for ratio [1.24, 1.95] [1.24, 1.94] [1.24, 1.94]

Table 3: Geometric mean for total number of iterations per solver on 10 instances by randomly
generating the sampled measurements from the matrix D using data from Ausgrid with ϵ = 10−5

termination tolerance. Failures counted as the maximum number of iterations (1000) when computing
the geometric mean.

#iter
Newton trust-region [51] 1000
Our method 216.4

5.3 Results on CUTEst test set

The CUTEst test set [50] is a standard test set for nonlinear optimization algorithms. To run the bench-
marks we use https://github.com/JuliaSmoothOptimizers/CUTEst.jl (the License can be
found at https://github.com/JuliaSmoothOptimizers/CUTEst.jl/blob/main/LICENSE.
md). We will be comparing with the results for ARC reported in [52, Table 1]. As the benchmark
CUTEst that we used has changed since [52] was written we select only the problems in CUTEst
that remain the same (some of the problem sizes have changed). This gives 67 instances. A table
with our full results can be found in the results/CUTEst subdirectory in the git repository for this
paper. Catris et.al [52] report the results for three different implementations of their ARC algorithm.
We limit our comparison to the ARC g-rule algorithm since it performs better than the other ARC
approaches. We also run the Newton trust-region method from the Optim.jl package [51].

Our algorithm is stopped as soon ∥∇f(xk + dk)∥ is smaller than 10−5. For the Newton trust-region
method [51] we also used as a stopping criteria a value of 10−5 for the gradient termination tolerance.
We used 10000 as an iteration limit and any run exceeding this is considered a failure. This choice of
parameters is to be consistent with [52].

As we can see from Table 4, our algorithm offers significant promise, requiring similar function
evaluations (and therefore subproblem solves) to converge than the Newton trust-region of [51]
and ARC, although the number of gradient evaluations is slightly higher than ARC. In addition,
the comparison between these algorithms in term of total number of iterations and total number of
gradient evaluations is summarized in Figure 2.

5.4 Convergence of our method with different theta values

To demonstrate the role of the additional θ
2∥dk∥∥∇f(xk + dk)∥ term we run experiments with

different θ values. In particular, we contrast our default value of θ = 0.1 with θ = 0 which
corresponds to not adding the θ

2∥dk∥∥∇f(xk + dk)∥ term to ρ̂k (recall the discussion in Section 2.2).

Table 4: Number of failures, geometric mean for total number of iterations and function and gradient
evaluations per solver on 67 unconstrained instance from the CUTEst benchmark instances. Failures
counted as the maximum number of iterations (10000) when computing the geometric mean.

#failures #iter #function #gradient
Our method 3 41.5 44.4 44.4
ARC with the g-rule [52] 1 38.1 38.1 26.6
Newton trust-region [51] 4 44.5 47.2 47.2
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Figure 2: Fraction of problems solved on the CUTEst benchmark.

(a) Fraction of problems solved versus total number
of iterations on the CUTEst test set

(b) Gradient norm versus total number of iterations
on the example of [45] with r1 = 1.5

Figure 3: Performance of our algorithm based on different θ values.

In Figure 3a we rerun on the CUTEst test set (as per Section 5.3) and compare these two options.
One can see the algorithm performs similarly with either θ = 0 or θ = 0.1.

In Figure 3b we test on the hard example from [45] which is designed to exhibit the poor worst-case
complexity of trust-region methods (i.e., a convergence rate proportional to ϵ−2) if the initial radius r1
is chosen sufficiently large (to achieve this we set r1 = 1.5). We run this example with ϵ = 10−3. One
can see that while for the first ≈ 104 iterations the methods follow identical trajectories, thereafter
θ = 0.1 rapidly finds a stationary point whereas θ = 0.0 requires two orders of magnitude more
iterations to terminate. This crystallizes the importance of θ in circumventing the worst-case ϵ−2

convergence rate of trust-region methods.
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